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ALL the good oid
mfashioned spirit
of the season is
expressed in this
hearty MERRY
CHRISTMAS.
You've been the
best of friends to
us in 1944 and
here's wishing for
you the very best!
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VACII CHRISTMAS as it comes
and goes proves anew
that love is the only
binding power of the
world. In these dark
days of late December when the brightness of smiles make
ample amends for
lack of brightness
overhead, we again
send our most hearty
Christtnas Greetings.
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BEAUTY PREPARATIONS

°1 0lig40

...addin refreshment to holiday cheer
The spirit of good will ru:es the Christmas season. lr's

We have a variety of gifts in this fine
selection of BEAUTY PREPARATIONS, including the Special Gift Set eontaining
WOODSPICE COLOGNI.; and DUSTING
TALC.

time to gct together

with friends and family ... a time when all we mcan by home in its graciousness and friendliness is at its peak. In such an atmosphere Coca-Cola belongs,
ice-cold and sparklinp with life. There's.whole story ot hospitality in the
three words Hair • -C.ohe".-three words that express a friendly spirit the
whole year 'round. Yes, Coca-Cola and the !male that rep-cans arc eseryday
symbols of

a way

"COke"= egIca-Cola
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There is something in the very season 4
the year that gives charm to the festivity
of ChristmaS.
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* Whether Christmas
white or green, we hope it will
be full of charm for you and
yours, with an abundance of
all the good things that are
part of happy Yuletide . .

There's a :Joy in the heart
That sets Christmas apart,
To make it a day of all days.
And inay its be peace
And good will never cease
To bless you in manifold ways.

CHRISTMAS
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Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
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ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.
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Mcry YOUR Outdates be bounteous cmd tun of good cheer, and
may our greeting and best wishes
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this Yuletide.
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',he side and arm. staling that 11.
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WE THANK YOU

Christmas of 1944 Is cp..ing to be a
MO Christmas. See LI we aren't
right

b by b. b. b. An. b. b. b...
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hun from tits FA., Longfellow
round him till he sins and the
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Most the entire how,' \t ,
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who.. sunda.y „young
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I .,nton
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a monis... or treatments. She is (III
.7
Mr- 1 .1(...!1 11:11tI'V 61Illi
ing ni.ely a! this writtng
ette Stalks V.4.1 ,. Ill Fulton
J C Fti.dirnan fell victim to an Any,
attack of kidney colic and was inMr. and Mrs Flurry Gossom
disposed for several days
,on have moved from this 111/11
Mr and Mrs. Bill Dt,I'le
!nullity to near Water Valley
been transferred to Union City hy
Subscribe for The Fulton News.
the Southern Bell Telephone Co
They make visits here in the home
of parents, Mr. and Mrs B. 1. Dor.11Illeelliessiiiestiseresseessestassrwareerssiest
..n
01•4"glrolevelallslostwevrelliellt
.
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David Lassiter iF now recovering "
from intestional flu and able to ht.
out some.
Miss Jessie Lou Rickman is-ill ;ans.,. from Akron for an extendcd
visr. ;anong relatives her..
Mr and Mrs Roy Rushing left
for St Louis the past week. where
All daring 1914 um hare
Mr Rushing will be t.mployed in a
been storine up our gratidefense plant, having recently reto the people of 'hit
tude
•eived a disability discharge from
community. as they have
U. S. N. as gunner mate. sustained permanent injuries in Pacifo•
come in day after day.
srea.
Now that Christmas is
Albert (largos has been ernplo..
here it it tittle to make
ed by John R. Melton near Duk,
delivery. So here it comes
dom where he will rcside next
. . . our gratitude to you
V
in one grea: big wish for
PILOT OAK
a big, happy, merry
III
Christmas.
Corporal Billie Bowden iron: a I
;
While arteietto If heistii .Alip in miehigan visited relative,'
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Nliss Irene Rhodes has returned
Detroit. Mich. after visiting rel....es in Pilot Oak
The community is saddened by

3 ..., death

of

Mr. BIlddIe Willi3MS.

moon carols fill the air
thlo thought retro,. to
othol. We 10100141 Iltkr
to !attire salth you our
t Ide kapplueen.
to
aod to feel that lo Asia
year ot dramre., 19$1.,
Cbrietmas still wean
swore to you than Lt
haft meant for mummy
years

peel.

Happy New Ypnr 1

Pvt. Paul James Williams came
line Sunday night for a few days
PERRY
,t.,, • .,ve with his wife and children.
d ' :may, relatives and friends.
S ERVICE
Mr and Mrs. Rotyert Gossom had
as their guests Sunday. Mr and
S TATION
Mrs. Jess Erranton and Ann. Mr.
and Mrs. Vodie Floyd and Charles.
and ,..ssetisessea,........sestivsava‘...i....aNxsa
,Mrs. R. S. Gossom and SOTL
,
iMrs. Bobbie Yates.
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HOLY NIGHT

Nailling Implement Co.
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AS WE APPROACH the beloved
anniversary of a great Event we
are reminded again of the many
Christmas seasons we have seen
come and go. Time has changed
everything except friendship.
We are proud of the fact that we
number among our customers many
of the town's "oldest inhabitants"—
friends who have become dearer to us with
the passing years.
Once again we say
Merry Chiistinas to all.

SILENT NIGHT

May I Take Tlis Means Of lVsliing My Friends
and Customers A Very MERRY CHRISTMAS
and A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR As I Am
Unable To Be Present For the Holiday Season.
Even Though I Am Establishng A New Business
In Texas My Thoughts and Good Wishes Are
With My Friends In Kentucky.

f
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L. L. [Sizzler) MOSS
,
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11
,11.944711.9.1470.7t,710.11417)CSD,O10714
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TM confusion,the bustle and inciecenon
I of the holidars is now over. The last
gift has finally been selected. the last
package wrapped, tagged and duly beribboned. Now let's settle clown to thr.
real enjoyment at Ciinstinah.
44..4
1111(1p77

* The message of good will that
emanated from Bethlehem 2,000
years ago not oniy transiot ins
the world at Christmas but is the
foundation of every honest transaction. We depend upon your
good will; you depend upon ours.
Your good will has been a priceless asset to us during 1944 and
other years. We thocok you for
the confidence you bow. placed
in us and wish you the manifold
blessings of a happy Yuletide.
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*Ac anisunas perhaps more than at any
other time in the year
we realize what it means
to be an American-- to
worship as we please, to
go about our daily pur
suits tin fettered,
to take t:ine out to
pay ht.mage to
the beautiful

00•11111.1

41400011.

myth of Santa Claus.
* And at Christmas the
members of this organization realize particularly what your patronage has meant to us, and
we take this opportunity
to thank you
while wishing you
all a most Merry
Christmas.
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PALESTINE
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mil., to wait tot Maim Eerie: Filcher'.
tun
usually learn to wa
We
A large crowd attended
era' of A. M. Browder Monday tf- when we have no longer anything bach.
This coniniunity
ternoun.
hrlatenant
-lIelialleale
i II
106thilthollSWIalatrathissaaleelleser sasserrellea
chuich suffered it g rei t
.
11101
.
411101110011
sytnpltht.
their
extend
und
passing
to the family.
Mr. and Mrs Will Leonard
son visited ichitvies in Mi
Sunday.
A Merry Christhiii

Mi. and Mrs lyon Brown ehtertamed with a dinner ;Old ganui
party Saturday ight. Thos.• present were Mi and Mrs Gus Browder, Mi and Mrs la.W1h Thonipson,
M: and M h Harvey Pewitt and
Wallace, MI and Mrs. Clayere,. Caldwell, and Mr. and Mrs.
William McClanahan and daughter,;
Joan.
ROCK SPRINGS
James Browder of Lexington arrived Saturday to spend the holiday, with tint „rugs. mr and milt. ; Mrs. Ronald Elliott spent
iday afternoon with M rs. JOilfI SI
(;II, Browder.
;Clanahan
it
'Vli• and Mrs Mason Davidson! .
arid
"
"shvi 1:111"
and Mis! 11
Louisville•
oil daughter.
daughter spent Tuesday with Mr
holithe
spend
to
Saturday
ariived
morgan and Mrs. Luther Elliott.
c„..ys , ,t,, m,. and mis
Mrs. Nina Moore, Mrs Willii•
WarMrs.
and
Davidsi.,:i and Mr.
Huth McClanahan and Miss Ina
rrn Graham.
Bellew attended the Missionary
Mis. Perry Capelle of Jackson is Society Thursday.
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs C A Turner and
C I. Drysdale.
Mrs
daughter Scarlet Frances,
Mt-. and Mrs. Ed Thompson spent Turner, MI and Ws Marshall
Sunday with Mr and Mrs Warren Finch, Mr and Mrs. George Elliott
Thompson in Clinton.
and daughter, Linda Mae, Mr and
Mrs Clifford Whiteford. formerly Mrs. John McClanahan zind sorts
Eva H01)1.1', uf Detrutt is visiting spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Perry and Helen King
Pressie Moore and family.
Mac Pewitt student of Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Cooper spent
University is spending the holidays Sunday with Mr. and Mrs Elrnoore
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Copelen and family.
Afternoon
Harvey Pewitt.
visitors WI IA. Mrs. May Hardison
ShelCamp
of
Bard
Pvt. Glenn
and Rachel
by. Miss, spent the week end with
Mr. and MFF. Herman F:lliott
honiefolks.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
ellialetleatirersrasatereareswetswolveswow. Write Byrd.
Mi. and Mrs. Elnuvire Copelen
elleasaantolinatentirecnnenaistranswrelenant
Hind family and Mrs. Dollie Snow
SteernarotrzrentireartefirCrirevictiernWteleirs
visited Mr. and Mrs. A E. Green
foi a while Saturday night.

CHRISTMAS AGAIN!
Who will say that sank- were
bnghter or opirito keener at
the Christmases of our fathers
than they are today?
At any rate,friends and neighbors, dues
the kind of a Christmas we are wishing for
you this Yuletide of 1944--ju.st a good
old-fashioned Christmas!

Quality Cleaners
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ME HOPE old Santa will not forget you
this Christmas of 1944, but that he
will cram that stocking so full it can hold
no more.
Good cheer, good fellowship. and Merry
Christmas to you all!

M God be with you.
our friends, and with an
of es ... in otr souls and
upon our hearths. Ws can

tiooD

we
ny
en

more ;rations

idiot

treating this Yuletide.

Hearty anti them
Antl happy and bile,
An ever so fervent
Meny Christnris to
,
you! .

we
ny
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e've got It on good
authority trot this town is among tli•
first along Santa Claus' route, and
that he's scheduled to moke a iong
stop here!

.no7e irriai "Santa Claus wig laa
good to you " and that this holiday
time will be one of exceptional joy
end haop;ness to you and your family.
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WESTERN AUTO
ASSOCIATE STORE
CHAS. SEVIER. Proprietor
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Turkey and rranherry satire and phrm
podding are symbok; of die lighter side
of Christmas. We want you to have
these, too. this Yede swason of 1944, plus
all the other joys dbat give Christine's.
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Sunday, Dui:ends.' 24, 1944
The Golden Text is: "The people
that walk in daikness 1111V1,1 81.4.11
greet light they that dwell in the
ehadow of death, 1.111011
(Isaiah 9.2.)
th, light shined"
Among the citations which coin
prise the Lesson-Sermen is lite rui
lowins from th•• Bible "And the
Word was nisch. flesh. and dwelt
prise the Lesson-Sermon is the foli0,ry, the glory as or th.• only is.
of grime
gottt•ti of tht• le:Wee )
John base witness of
and truth
lum, and cried. saying, This was
hi. of whom I spoke, He that cometh idles itie iN prefei led before
For
ma: for he was before ine

lis Ste., s,
eo
the law ei
came by Jesus
grave and
Chris, •• f.lohn 14 15, 17

Rev. Rucker will presch at WesI ley next Sunday afternoon, DivemEverything that happens in this
'ber 24 instead of Sunday night. All
part of zi weal plan of
is
world
COUGHLIN
VIRGINIA
come out arid hear him
through
running
re.htures
-WM./
Syndle•l•
God
OF lk,'WE'LRY!
On Wednesday night, Div.:ember
Henry Ward Bei.1.11e1'
of
people
young
Wesley
the
27
he acciWedding and Engage.
Nothicit with (hid
Christmas parITT1.E Nan brought the question Church will have
Longfellow
dental
men/ Ring Sets
her.
with
'home from school
ty at the school auditorium. All
Be wisely worldly, but not world"Mummy," she said over her the young people are invited.
we have a wide selection in
wisd—Quarks.
was
steaming
jencher
"our
lunch,
ly
Irons—
a pries range
I
Friday morning the school will
ilinti none
talking about Pen--Penelope tonot., a bad
and
progvitti
Christmas
a
on
put
y . Who's she?"
$32.50 to $800.°0
at all.---Caniden
"Oh, just a story-book lady, have their Christmas tree. EveryCan one desire too mufti of •
dear." Dorothy Nevins told her one came out and make the little
i
Vi4T THE GIF7' STORE
good thing? Cervantes
"Eat year potatoes now. I folks happy.
:howl:ter.
i
Where God hath • temple, Abe
Aeil Thomas Nevins Junior. please
Mrs. Winifred MeMorris spent
devil wdi IlitVc .1 kip. I Hill
those awful fingernails of
•
),:iirs thoroughly before you go back Friday afternoon with Mrs !lamp
to school."
Clapp
"O. K." Slouched In Ids chair,
Mrs Linward Phat is and Mr.
GIFTS
NOVELTY
thinking
was
not
Tommy
obviously
and
of his meal, or of his hands, either. Wifford Jetton visited tn Tenni•;
Liki. his younger sister, Tommy Set' last week a few days with Mr
lived in an enchanted world of and Mis Arch Cardwell
bright, fiCliCiOlIS fantasy. His eyes
Mr and MIS. Porter Lewis callwere wide and expectant. "How
Hemp Clapp
Cost
Extra
No
At
77aring
.•
,
1
*With
about this Penelope? What story is ed to Nel• Mr and Mrs
Saturday night.
she in?"
Miss Sarah Ann Bockman spent
"I don't know," Dorothy answered.
several days lately with Mr. and
"What did she do?" Nan's inter- Mrs. Je..ssie Hicks and Mrs. Cola
est in the strange but somehow Hicks.
promising lady was keen
Mrs Willard Weatherspoon and
Dorothy dropped kisst•s on the two
dark heads. "It's been a long time son, Phil. arrived at the horne of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
seinigeteratweistitere.vwsPeet‘rtotsrtsecatonrtartintartinaanitisi since Mummy went to school. She
has forgotten all about Penelope." Hancock 'IStestlay night of last week
the
disappointment
cloud
Seeing
from a camp in Louisiana. Willard
children's small faces, she was im- has been sent to New York.
mediately penitent. "Tell you what,"
Miss Louise Hancock of Murray
she suggested, "I'll get out Daddy's
mythology this afternoon and meet College arrived Friday of last week
Penelope again. I'll tell you the to spend the holidays with her
story at bedtime. Will that do?" parents.
This was greeted with shouts of deRev. and Mrs. E. C. Nall and
lighted approval.
Judie Moore visited Mrs Leon
Dorothy waved them to their
afternoon sessions. For a relaxing Wright Friday afternoon of last
moment she sank into a chair. The week. Mrs. Hatnp Clapp and Tomangelic whirlwinds, she thought lov- mie were Sunday afternoon visit- I
ingly, it would take ten mothers to ors.
keep up vsith them. Such beautiful
Mrs. Wright had the misfortune
children, she mused further, un- Sunday to fall and break a rib '
abashed at her pride in them.
The clock measured off the min- vi•hich still is proving to be very
utt•s, tick, tick, tick . . . Just one painful
Mrs. Jim Kimble and daughter
glance at its bland face end Dorothy
1laS on her feet again. Ste.. set about were Sunday
guests of Mr. and
‘eashing the dishes. It wasn't until Mrs. Best, Miss Minnie Best and
she'd dropped the first tumbler into Mrs. Laura Presley.
the froth of white suds that she felt
Hog killing seems to be about
t morning's depression close in
as her again. It came, as it had the only work going on in this
• me every day, almost stifling her neighborhood at present.
.:: its dark, heart-sickening spell.
I WTHAT stauncher tree than the oak, sari
V•
iler hands faltered. But pretty Mrs.
CHIUSTIAN SCIENCE
V, what stauncher friends than ours? Each
Nevins lectured herst:lf. "Don•t stop.
year at Christmastime we realize more keenly
You•ve a job to do."
"Christ Jesus" is the subject of
Tucked in their respective beds
community
this
than ever that our success in
SOUTHERN BRE TRUNK AND TELEGRAPH COAIPAH1
night, the little ones were ob- the Lesson-Sermon ivhich will be
:eat
is deeply rooted in the firm soil of friendship.
Christian
Scietwe
siously not the least bit sleepy. "Tell read in all
es the story, Mummy," Nan re- churches throughout the world on
We cannot tell you in so many words how
minded.
much theSe friendly associations mean to ris.
"Yes," urged Tommy,"you promand how we cherish them. Hut we know you
ised—"
-.end I shal! keep my promise—if
will anderstand.
you'll both go right to sleep aftersinour
No thousand drinks of water."
ward.
send
vie
appreciation
of
spirit
this
tu
She smiled at each of them in tort:.
eere reed chrictsnas wishes to you ana to AA
then began the story.
these dear to yos.
It v.ms the tale familiar to almost
everyone. the fable of Penelope, that
t,li4
atCif
, ,t4terplOeCtifs
,
a:te
valiant lady who refused to give ur; te
niipe of her husband's return fron
*Su. Trojan war. In terms suited t
,nungsters'
understanding.
explained how time raced
Ulysses was no longer be•
alive, how Penelope went
sving a robe, promising to
see of her countless suitors
m it should be cornsaxted.
:s•s handiwork was never
;
eee-hed, however, as she fashe•
.! during the day, then ripped
•
e stitches at night. Her artsaved her.
. pe was very wise," DorolatillFailhasainiAltsaMeasaitasitamtamaseasallalm604464sostasassiessesisiessassisawse.,,esso
- sac& and the children nodded
aftMeet —.--s—ssearesersessetroasseestreorteiassetrearseerearseersewwwwei weseasteerse
. agreement, their round eyes
3 teoughtful.
After the evening prayers, kisses
Down through the ages has come the
and nose tweaking. Mrs. Nevins
1 LLICKCCi
simy
dm slick:Ills...13 &rasing
tnem in, then went downflocks at night, awed by the Star in
I stairs to the quiet living room. She
the East.
switched on the radio and sat listening to the soft music but not hear'
During this sacred season, mellowed
Afell CittiST Olt
i ing
ti,
tk
fingering
it,
the small socks she
by the thought of those who cannot be with us, we
was darning without seeing them.
have abundant reason for gratitude. We have come
"Tom," she whiepered, turning to
i
-- t:":4°,
"'1
• .?
1 look al. the photograph that stock! on
-.:---,iii:,....:::1?,
I
a long way since the dark Christmas of 1941. The
-,.....i.,- .:, .,,,,....._
- -::::1;:--ii:::+1
the table. The smiling dark-haired
Star in the East shines brighter now.
man v.-as young and handsome in
That this may, indeed, be a Merry Christmas fr-,r
his Army captain's uniform. There
you and yours is our ardent wish.
•vas capability in his lean face.
jeAttiOrtt
1
_strength in the line of his broad
1
' t?.
I
'houlders. "Oh, Tom." Dorothy
--;:'''. “
111 '
7"
,
"why have I been such a
asked,
i
baby? Other wives have waited fer
wars to end. haven't they! Always
throughout the ages, women hs%e
been buoyed by hope — evss in
Penelope's time. Penelope was sees
wise—wise to keep working and never. never to give up. I !Mall try to
,
WO
he more like het, Tom...."
The radio music stopped. There
utter silence until a young voice
led from upstairs, -Mummy'
All durinc 1914 tve have
i the lady's husband come back?"
"Yes," Dorothy answered, "after
oar cratibeen storinc
a long time Ulysses came home
tude to the people of this
Now go to sleep. darlings. Good
night."
community. as they have
She listened to their muffled re
come in day after day.
sponses. "Yes, Ulysses came
Nate that Christmas
home," she repeated to herself.
Glancing at Tom's picture again
here it is time to make
she suddenly, happily, matched his
delivery. So here it comes
reassuring smile with her own.
--------. . . oar frotitmide to you
Sulphuric Acid
in one grew. hie with for
In peacetime the largest share of
the sulphuric acid used in the Unita big, happy, merry
ed States is consumed in the fer.
Christmas.
tilizer industry. It serves to break
deem insoluble phosphate rock, cone( Ming it into superphosphate of
lene which dissolves easily in the
Foil and can then be drunk up as
1.aal by plant roots.
The second largest amount is used
.: petrels UM refining, where it
helps to tear the complex oil to
13/ArAlrek)4011140011)421)17,04)****Itiartalai
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MRS BROWN II, "•I'ESS Tt)
INTINESTINt1 CLUB mireT
pliusen of ,,,,,ie life wen, iiweived!r s
Del:umbel 14, III an all-day
know how to read hlm -Churning
TIMBSGAY HUI!' .1.: CI 1.'El
!NG WITII MKS. AUSTIN vention, Bennett Homemakers en- land studied, front foods and recreaat
Tucker iiii %Ai wan hostru
whittle ,,t in 'to on 'ntoitiolav, ,...ed
profitable Mir The many tionul conmervational problem', in
•
•
errIli/
Thr
to the Thursday night club at her
the maintenanee of a home
Inge OF A,
Mrs Alden
home in Highlands
regular chairman, Mra Croft anti
Skimp, won high score for the memsecretary, Ws Butler weie prior
Ttir NoGtir
bent while Mia. Bill Seidl, INOP
ent
./WP'S
guest prise and Mrs Gems'. Moore
'telemeter; and alternates to Farm
BEFORE
and Home Week the last of JanuBiblically wr know very little the bingo prize. Mrs Hill Seath,
cttRiSTmAS
Subseriptions about the WiI41. Men who came from Mitt Boger Mulford, MiN
ary, were elect's'
to the paper were taken to benefit the East bearing gifts to the Christ Dixon, und Miss Lily B Allen were
Members guve their Child and, having adorned Him as visit,- ut the club
the club
the King of the Jews, returned to
pennies in tile Penny for Friendship their own
At the conclusion of the games
country.
Fund. Mrs. Brown gave the report
It Is generally iiccepted that there the hostess served u sandwich
AllMtrI11111, WhIeh WON a revela- were three Wise Men because of the
tion to ull; the reading rhairmun, three specifically mentioned Otte: PiTt
atia, club will have their Ch,istconcrete Burial Vaal
MOITIPI wan absent. By-law, church tradition has identified these MLitt puny Tuenday night at the
as
Melchior,
and
Cuspur,
Balthasar;
Pleven DepeodetkilAy
1...1.1),11/11• over 21 years of uge in
Strange
Melchior, king of Arabia, brought• home of MPI. Howard
r trabil 1. compelled to vote. As casket of
.---V
Beauty
gold; Caspar, king of Taro
Mrs Croft aug- sus. brought myrrh; and Balthasar,
;tot-memento
Pra)er ix the chief thing that
grate •
°natal,' decorations king of Ethiopia, brought frankin- men Trot), present unto God - Heratzserk
cense. These gifts are considered
for the Dolniuri.
mes.
SLEIGHSE1LS TINKUNG DOWN Ott
With Mrs Ernest Brady joining symbolic of what Jesus was to be-,
It I /I in eat happiness to be
come—gold for a king, frankincense
ROADS, FARM 11011.4TS GI.LAMING
the elub, nine members und two
for a high priest, and myrrh for • praised irf them that are not pricierChestMrs.
present
were
vinitors
IN THE DARK, THE SPIRIT OF KIND
great physician. Collectively, the ! worth.,
P Sidney.
er Hinkley and Miss Murtha Dawn Wise Men received the gifts of charNESS ISROODINr; OVER THE LAND
ity and epiritual wealth, perfect
were visitors.
YES. 'VS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRIST
%VIM faith, truth and meekness.
A liniqUe (7hrixtrous
When they returned to their own
ROOF LE .1 E
rved at noon by Mrs B I,. AusMAS AND ALL FAN ARE KIN.
country, the three Kings reputedly
tin and Mrs. Sams co- hoatess.
Composition shingle* and brick
their possessions and went
sold
wF HOPE THAT YOUR CHRISTMAS
'Me agent gave many suggestions about preaching the Christ-King.
aiding and roof repairs, lila°
roof paIntlos on easy monthly
for Legend continues, that they were
decorations
for horneinude
Will BE MERRY AND BRIGHT, AND
payments'. WE ROOF ANY
=
martyred in India for their faith.
DM Otago
(7hristmas.
THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE A FULL
wIIERE. Write
The bodies of the Wise Men, transA very intensive study was made
SHARE OF THE GOOD THINGS THIS
IllaireSes‘
leads
,,r vitamins and all the other food ferred to Constantinople in the
7'R 1 -STATE
elementm with stress upon a bal- fourth century- -by the Enipress HelHAM SEASON WINDS.
KATTERJOHN
ena,
of
mother
I
'
I,
I)
(;
.V
.
0
0
R
Constantine—were
• mired meal by Mrs flaws Instrucenshrined at Milan tor a while aftVA Broadway
, rive charts illustrated the lesson er the first Crusade. Vreder ck
BarPADUCAH. KENTUCKY
well.
barossa authorized removal of the
Streas was given to the need of relics to Cologne where they remain
interest in Homemaker's Club ac- to this day deposited within the
complishments by both the club and magnificent Cathedral of Cologne.
by members. A plea vvas given for
Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
individual Rich and Poor Mingled
by
definite interest
members for more and better
Enables us to serre familes who hare moved to
During English l'h!,•
achievements
publicity of such
distant cities
During
MOS
the
and
•
.
15005
ellITRIPRICIIIA10141111111111/1111164111klieriein
through the display of work. word
the Puritans got the upper hie
of mouth, socuring new members, the golden age of English hospit,•,and by advertising all stories of ty reigned. At Christmas time caswork, economy and conservation. tles and manor houses were filled
FULTON, KY.
Members should endeavor to tell with guests by the score and the
;he news of their production, hundred.
Kinsmen
and
neighbors
there
were
.4MBULANCE SERVICE
economizing and salvage efforts
and on certain days the tradesmen
and results.
Day or Night—Phone 7
and tenants, for all were equal at
The next meeting is on January this season. The 'ostier could dance
II, 1945 with Mrs. Wales Austin, with the mistress if he had the nerve
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM' Vaults
to ask her. And he usually had—
Come!
after
the
wassail.
V -- -The great halls were • din of
Ailow no man to be so free with
geniality. There was light—almost
you as to prasie you to your face.— enough to pierce the wood smoke.
Steele.
And there were the savory aromas:
126 Lake St.
Tekphone 93
Roasting beef, roasting mutton, fowl
and brawn (the flesh of the wild pig,
A la
a*
which had been caught and fed good
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Concrete Product.

I R. M. Kirkland
JEWELER

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Be Quick To Treat
Bronchitis

MERRY CHRISTMAS

CORPARE

Ei....lop if
Chronic 1,;(4.f.tlit.i!
your cough. chest cold. or acate 1)ron'Mitts is not treated and you cannot :I:I ord to take a chance with any medmine
potent than Crecnionsion which
vies right to the seat of the trouble to
lielp loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and au; nature to soothe and
:mai raw, tender. inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes.
Creomulzion blends beechwoc,d reointo by spenal process with other time
mcc11^!Ilef v.•.r =gr.!. It ct.,r.:1!ns
narcotics.
No matter how many inedicinei you
Lave tried, WI yt.ur ortiggit to sell you
a bottle of Creomulham with the understanding you must like the way it Quickly allays the cough. permitting rest and
sleep, c- you are to have your money
back. rAdv.t
WOW
aiitVCCIVIVIIMICCNIM

jingle
Jingle
liner. all the way,
0! what Jun it is in rade
1P open shay!
In II 011,1101,

We have much to be thankful for this Christmas, and
we want to express our
thanks to you.
May this Christmas season
of 1944 be an especially
happy one for you.

ICZCCl(

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
1

grain to the point of arousing his
suspicions; too late, of course).
The dark ale flowed and added its
voice—hy proxy—to heighten the
noise. At the peak of all this there
was brought in the Yule log—a relic,
incidentally, of the Scandinavians'
pagan worship of Thor. With a brand
from last year's log the new one
was fired.
The light from these roaring
flames would shine out through portals opened to the knocks of caroling
and wassailing bands who, more
often than not, were brought into the
hall to eat of nutmeg cakes and
brawn and rnustard.

Christmas Elf Concerned
With liCell-Being of Cattle
Jule-Nisse was rot exactly a Danish version of Santa Claus. He was
an elfish little old man who lived in
the attic and was primarily concerned v.ith the well-being of the
cattle, keeping them quiet and contented, caring for them if the stablehands neglected their duties.
Nisse's name and association with
Christmas probably stems from his
legendary tenancy of houses where
peace and conten'ment prevailed.
'Tis said he either avoided homes
where contention ruled or played all
sorts of gremlin-like tricks upon the
occupants thereof.
Danish youngstera. mindful of
Nisse's long memory anti ssatelifoi
4:V,, put themselves upon their good
behavior as Christmas approaches.

i
t
,
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The HOLIDAYS
FRUIT CAKE. BOILED CUSTARD,
EGG NOG, TOM and JERRY
Through our Jc.,bbers and Wholesalers we
are fortunate to have on hand several hundred
dollars in a very high quality Rum and Wine.
We unhesitateingly recommend thesc fine
standard brands to the trade, our friends and
customers for their CHRISTMAS EGG NOG,
BOILED CUSTARD, TOM 8r JERRY, FRUIT
CAKE, etc.
BUY NOW

ir
SMOKElin"E
uulaLl

Legends of Holly

Christmas trees are again
gleaming in the windows!

WE ARE NOW BAKING DECORATED
CAKES FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
But order now, for we are compelled to accept
only a limited amount of bakng for those wishing HOLIDAY CAKES and PASTERIES.
All orders should be placed with us without delay to avoid disappointment

FULT011yiKERY
Commercial Arenue

just about time for us to be
thinking of how much we are
indebted to you.
Anci just about time for us
to call upon two little words
that carry more cheer and good
will than all the big words that
have ever been coined—

Merry Christmas
THE

LEADER
STORE

Fulton. Ky.
241)M/24DiiAlaiD12124312

Holly was much adrr.ired by the
Druids who believed that its evergreen leaves attested to its favor
with the sun god.
Legends related that the crown of
thorns was plaited frorr. the holly.
Before the crucifixion the berries
v..ere white but turned crimson like
drops of blood.
Another is that holly is hateful
to witches and is therefore placed on
doors and windows to keep out evil
spirits.
A more modern legend is that
villoever brings the Christmas holly
into the house first, either husband
or wife, is the one who will rule
the ensuing year.
Same Old Santa
Same old Santa, sarne old joys.
Same old dolls and sleds and toys;
Same old holly, same old tree,
Same old gifts for cherubs wee;
Same old caret, same old light,
Same old stockings hung at niglit;
Same eld words of merry cheer,
Same good wishes for the year.
Same old Christmas, Seems to me
That's the way it ought to be.
Christmas Tax
Greeks in the southwestern part
of their peninsula dive into the waters of the harbor to recover a wooden cross thrown in by the archbishop. The villager who recovers the
onirifix Las the right to levy a small
Christmas Tax upon each home in
the village.

1

N0 W

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY
INSURANCE
AT TFIE LOWEST COST IN HISTORY

$5,000- $10,000
tC MA PROPERTY
•P•irvw DAMAGE
"A" Ration Card
"B" Ration Card
''C" Ration Card.

$14(.50
$15.75
$16.75

AT THE PRESENT I.OW rREMITTfd COST NO MOTOWN!
CAN AFFORD TO DRIVE WITHODT THIS roma or
PROTECTION
GET STANDARD STOCK COMPANY LNSURANCE AT THIS
NEW LOW COST—TODAT

Atkins Insurance Agency
406 Lake StrcTI

Fulton, Ky.
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WILLIAMS AND
MIS:. .M..LIE
MRS HOY WAHDLAW ERIKTFE.I.S TO CHRISTMAS PARTY
Eilts, Attic n Williams and Mvs.
U
Ward,aw WON, 110,11O1111.11
loVi•I‘ Chi %stools path' RIV1.11 101'
the faculty of the South Fulton
h,itwt
school at the Iloilo .,f
tin L'entral-av
flumes and contests were ork101-

FRIDAY • s.% 1'1 liD
Double Feature

• (1. .iner rent's"
in, ni, notion
\

At 41 1.11e WI111 yo yon
i
A
hour. me hoste.set. served iee ervant,1
ttoo. p....grain was pool
Elit n,
cake, and ,00ffee to twerity-nine ,,,,,i by jam, By
Hamilt"4. C/I'l“n and Iteliiv.ca Knotty' Mi
blue"IK
Santa's
" th° told 1111 1111141.1”41141 stilly ot
CulinLY 6uPyrintvildPnt tiety
and passed out ‘1,0, „„taret,,Iit
role of Santa

.4,1 doling the eventitg

•SOCIETY,

the
e,
The lollor. mg guests m. t•
411 M. and Mrs Ed Mei, Mi
and litis Joe Bennett. Jr • Mr and
Vti Coffman, MI 111111 Mrs
p, Mr and Mrs MIIVestal
ton Iliiiiiilton aud W T Lattimi.i.
of Unton City. ME nna Mrs R. A
1.114% Admns, Miss Mary
Legg, Mims MeDonatil. Moot Katt%
F.INII. Pri.VON
Dradsh.m.
\Ls,. Leila Stokes. Mt and Mrs. W
Wanda Maloney,
1' Agnew Miss
Nils, Mai Jo' ic 11,11,•%% Mtsses Opal.
and
\Iv''J.'
t)

clues
Wil
Jeanette Hawke,
hams, Dorm Jones .ind Josephine
e 4111 the refreshment
Pickle
All day suckers Vi.1.11.
committee
bIlVfil as favors
y 1114.1111w' liroUg111 a • en1111t.
gift and they were distributed at
the vIllst. 4 Ole evoling ft4.1 the
Christmas tree
V I.! Clayton and James Shankle
,s4.1i. the only guests
V
- -

Orli!
,
'
`..ENIORS
'1'1 TON 11.11.1.; PARTY
iL South Fulton
no. Senior Ca
night,
1,1-1 pail)
nio>cil
School
12 at tlic
',inkling The girls dressed in short
dolls, u bile Ow
kirts and cal
and played
t

%on Savage
I I I s.

MO%

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Gabby Hayes
Rill Elliott
—Ln--

'Hidden Valley ()aflame
—Plus-SMILIN JACK- No. I
SUNDAY - MONDAY
Rise Stevens
Ring Criish
in
"Going My Way-

LAMOUR
1011(

BRACKEN

FITS. WED. - TRUlts
Muir Feature
CHEM". WALKER
Ruth Terry
Mary Lee

A MB

"Threc tittle Sixters"

WEDNESDAY - THURSDA1

mompp..........piwpwommesaren•

cian ANI
ea-Wive

___,[01151TIRIOR5
mdi SIDNEY likiENSTIEET

r'"1"1"
LAIN-Nut Rolm
Mr and Mi
111..1t
MI
Ivir "1"1
MINN 1.31...,i1)1•111 AIM Rivet or Fut
at nettled tile couple
tam
Delicioun font, ptits.11 and Clo isi
11141/4 1,101‘11.11 were moved in the
J„„„
doling
ton :mil MIN, F:11:311Ct11 Allii 1114

New Paint and Wall Paper
Store Opens In Fulton

el
POLK
MILS A
t 1 111
IlOSTESS TO
t.
Mrs A C Polk iA.o.
i„i ,
„f

Tuesday io.ening at hei
Christina pail
rsolitims sl at
Mrs (lamb. Muzzy WON high
scoter at bridge while Miss
Moore won the bridge bingo Both
11111c.r1 Wert. WM' Nthillps
4,1 to 11,i•
Iii.f11•8111114•111/ %NOV
CLUB
IIENNKFTS 4
ENJoys pARTy
1.011"v,MU 14114.N1S. MrN
l'oc, Nii.•
Helen King, Mrs J A
f3i.
the
me member, or
Ruin
4 II Club ..1110ypil ;1 party lit the*ouis [limes. Mira
I.
J
home id Mr. and Mrs. Bob Alex- Miss Ann Godfrey, MUM.
and the
%Var. Jones, Miss Martha
ander, lei-Maj. night, Dee
tell Thompson, Dickman county , hostess
ageot. valled th.• meeting to order •
The following officers lot 1945, GILEER KASH WEIMIN(1
Mr4 Len1 (liver and ()liver Kasli
C.
were (+lied as follows 11
111;i iricd sonda y. Dueembec
Sarno, president: Jack Austin. vicc
1 30 at the Cumberland
secretio v. 17. 1944 at .1
la.esidi•nt; J111. Cook.
osto tio Ian Millis.. T111. l'ON.Ullinly
Shirley England. news tiportet
hy Rev Smith. as'
Iteliecea Alexander, song lea ler.
Eleven members and two now -iisted by Rev W. R. Reid in the
.i small assemblagi• of
rohers. Marion Butler and Slim pre.ence
• England were present
The following parents were miss
HOW TO DO FARM
ot Mr and Mrs Ifernian
Mr and Mrs Wales Austin. Mr.
mi and
and Mrs. Bei-lion
Mrs. Jewell England, Mr. and Mrs
Orbit, Cook. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Seller&
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"SUPPLIES and CONTRACTING"

CONCRETE

ItONDURANT-ROPER
F.\ APLIES HAVE REUNION
l'Ar. and Mrs J. D Boulton were
noon and
1, .stesses to a dinner
reception in the afternoon hori- ,
..,ing, ('. A. Bondurant of Caruther,
Rope,
,Le. Mo.. Mr. ad Mrs. W.
Dyersburg. Tenn.., Attic L' !tot,
Glendale. Calif.. IL II.
idian, Miss., Mrs. C. C. Whit.
• ,1. Detroit, Mich.. and Mr. and
John Bondurant, Beverly Hills.
, -oh(
The following were also dinner
Mi.. and Mrs Luther Can son. Joh!, .oid
Mo , Mr. and Mrs.
ks.lide. Carlitheisville, Mi.,
tame:, Boohon. C'rutchfield.

MI, M
Mainialme McCluii.
111.1111i,wk lici sister Mci-,
here

Reed and Bowen
Smith Fulton. Tian.

109 State Lim...Street
Oppoxite Browder

— Plum(' 67

yogstarisseossmocovernioterninneellninestrusisonscioceiererellawnivontroollrenourtearellaveleant

• Cpeetin y4.4
By observing a few simple precautions farmers can do concrete work as satisfactorily in
the winter as in summer—besides having more time and
MOTO help.
Heating the sand, gravel and
mixing water requires no complicated equipment, just things
available on the farm.
Protecting fresh concrete
from freezing for four or five
days can be done with straw or
hay.
Write for free folder on how
to make necessary conciete
repairs and improvements in
spite of cold weather.If you need
help, see your concrete contractor, ready-mixed concrete
producer or material dealer.
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faces tell that lliri•-tinas
very, very near, INC are reminded again

is
of
the supreme value of friendship. lie who
has no friends, though he may have amassed
vidien beaming

a fortune. cannot he happy.
We th-Re many friends in this area—
friends from many year-. lack as well as
friends who have become friends during this
past year. These friendships are a great

e

source of pride and happineSs to us.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
tii swami. UN
larNolreN 4. 104.

To all these friends we wish a very Verry
Christmas Season.

Selulleconiemt,commroa.
Name
Street or R. R. No

Cirg

sure—.

MALCO THEATRES

r0oivorpown
110.011/011‘011eP11/79errIp,v•-•1107N,
74,1,11..V11,77.....r4.7k,,•roNorrop111.111,
11111,P11,

doosier hot . i.Ci crooning
his way into your hecirts

orcrillOr11M11013IONNIONNNIONI

because of his rare

combinatim of penlmality and vvcal talent.

Lured from a featured spot in a Chicago night club where he was appearing with a big name band. Joe succumbed to the entreaties of our
program co-ordinator, who caught his show during a radio convention
in the Windy City. Despite his youth. Joe has travelled the entire
country with bands, and had an important west coast radio program

called "Out of the Night to You," of ballads, hymns, poems.

Posnessing an unusual voice range, our swoon crooner knows how to
work with an orchestra, and wins all Learts with his inaratiating
Joe adm knows a snappy thing or two about elegant attire. Ilia hobby
is collecting the latest recordings of hig name bands.
Join the growing audience
who write in and ask for j(le

RADIO STATiON
V

r"-",
V /

A

%No ait.oNuair cy.Nryory..,..e,,,.,
ori3119,1,p,

141ONNENN-orwarixoriNvotrrowarc,
ouallr.S11,

e

WIT AS' new

staff tenor now
co-starring on the Fair Weather llour heard
Fridays at 6:30 p.m. is moving rapidly toward
the upper brackets on your favorite songster
parade. Born in Indianapolis, Denton graduated from high school there. then studied
voice with the Arthur Jordon Conservatory
after receiving a scholarship. Only 26, now,
and “ir!!!Ir. .foe Denton IN a cinch for television

JOE DENTON .

ORPHEUM

FULTON

Inerry Orioturas
IOYALTY works
L both ways. You
have been loyal to
us, and we are loyal
to you
To you, our friends,
who have so helped
us to make 1944
successful, we send
the friendliest of
CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS

PUCKETT'S
SERVICE
ST AT1ON
meamizrodmanzveep.4.4,,asevs,voaszr.
an.4.11/1•1111•11114141011041.111.11.11011IP•

"...4nd on earth peat,
good will towards men."
101

I

And to each of you who
read this message that
enraptured happiness
which comes only at
CHRISTMASTIME

Hop's Lunch Room
FORMERLY

crrv
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IlistasUlidobloilkilairstuailas~papahowiemailiguipm.
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,
chile MeChne
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.1ot!sato A s 1.11,111T CAL'
RECIPE, GIVEN

Minn Guthrie's recipe! calls to:
the following ingredients to make
approximately 14 pounds of eake•
1 Pound Flour (4 1-2 Cups)
1 Pound Butter
1 Pound Sugar
12 NIP
1 Glass Grape Jelly
1 Tableispoon niched Chocolate
1 Tablespoon Cinnamon
1•2 Teaspoon Nutmeg
1 2 Teaspixol Allspice
1 Pound Crystalized Cherry's
oonfustnn,the bustle andindecision
1 Pound Crystalized Pineapple
1 4 Pound Crystalized Orange
I of the holidays is now over. The last
I'eel
gift has finally been selected, the last
1 Pound Caton
package wrapped, tagged and duly be1-2 Pounds Seeded Raisins
I Pound Dates
ribboned. Now let's settle down to the
2 Pounds
m Pi,
real enjoyment of Christmas.
1 Pound Pecans
1 Pound Almond.
1-2 Pound Walnuts
1 Cup Grape Jut',
1 Teaspoon
Extract (if
ivailable1
Cut the fruit the day before and
pour grape juice over it; grind alwant
We want you to get just what you
monds and pour over them 1 teaspoon rose extract. Sift flour with
and to be just as happy as you can be.
spices. Crea M butter and sugar,
We weuit you to be happier this Christmas
then drop in eggs in one at ai time
of 1944 than. you have ever been before.
and beat thoroughly after each 'addition. Add jelly and choclate and
As for us, we are more grateful to you
one-half of flour. Sift remaining
this Christmas tlaan ever before, for it
flour over top layer of fruit, add
marks a peak in our pleasant relations.
to batter, sift again and so on until
all fruit has been added. Put in
We could not allow this important occanuts.
a
wishing
you
all
without
slip
by
sion to
Pour into tube pans Ilrinvith
2 thicknesses of brown paper
Deeorate top with fruit
greased
and nuts. Bake in a slow oven, 275
to 300 degrees Fahrenheit, about 30
minutes per pound or until a toothMRS. FRANCES BUGG
LOUIS KASNOW
pick comes out clean. Do not open
MISS PEGGY !MANN
JOE KASNOW
the door for at least one hour.
additional recipes of deliciMRS. SAMUEL HOLLY
MRS. JOE KASNOW
.. ask your home demonstration
IIRS. MADGE CONNER
wes. ANNARENE SHAW
..,.nt or write to the U-T Agricultin al Extension Service., Knoxville,
Va,a4ye%AM." 14m4,0400.0,04sai taatitt,"taisR...*ye L.Aaty0A,esrya 'for a copy. of Publication 152, "Ten40e6.0C401C+411/".63,/
,
miiimawmadjAkjintml1.41a4/06/440,t,10
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A:4 :40f111.l1111114
send boys In the Service or bolatet
Lit 110/111` during the Chi
roam alauion, Miss Maude Guth,.
U. T Extension nutritIontat, recommends fruit rake.
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THE KEG
nessee Cook 13ook of Tested Re- United States and Great Britain
and France were the big three.
ClIWS
They had all their charts made.
—v —
they made an armistice, a peace
THE RATTLE FOR THE PEACE treaty and a League of Nations.
Evidently the League will be made
Washington, D. C., October.—The over, reinforced, revitalized, modAmerican people are constantly be- ernized, and become a vital agency
ing told that the Big Three, mean- in winning and preserving World
ing the United States, Great Britain Peace. The refusal of the United
and Russia will occupy Germany States to join the League was one
and Japan, and crack down on those reason why it failed. And so the
outlaws for many years. But no League specialized on disarmament
one. as far as this writer is able programs and high-sounding proto discover knows how they are grams ike the Keogg-Briand treaty.
going to do it. The Presidential It had no standing, or power to
campaign is having the effect of prevent the rearming of Germany.
clarifying many phases of the Nor could it restrain Japan. In consequence all its ambitions. aims and
question.
efforts in behalf of freedom, and
At the end of World War I the
morality, which was the spirit of
the League. could not be made to
function.
We face the same situations today, and as a result all the wise
men who discuss Permanent Peace
seem to differ in their beliefs. The
Big Three, plus other nations, may
be able to set up military forces tu
keep Germany and Japan under
control.
But how can we dispose of the
optimists and altruists who survived
the first World War and now live
to tell us that Germany- must not
be allowed to reestablis'n its inpower?
dustrial and economic
That doesn't make sense. Some
people insist that the victorious nations should merely keep watch of
Germany and Japan for 25 to 50
years under the theory that they
wouldn't make war any more.
But that doesn't make sense either.
So World Goveriunent for the
future reached first base at Dumbarton Oaks--which is a long
ways from second, third, and the
home plate.
V
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Silo Simpkins Says
Mrny red hillsides are blushnig
in shame over their nakedness this
winter

EVERAL centuries before the advent of the Saviour, a
wise man stated a profound truth which ,,e believe
applies not only to individual relationships but to the dealings
between business concerns and their customers. Hc said:

*

"Honea men esteem and value nothing so much in this
world as a real fnend."
As we come to the Christmas season and prepare to enter
a New Year, with its promise of an end to v.ar and a brighter
world to follow, the 1,200 men and women who comprise our
organization wish to extend to all of you that we are prisilegol
to serve our sincere wishes for health, contentment and prosperity in the next twelve months.

0
0

At the same time, we wish to recognize the relationship
which exists between a customer and a company that aitllS
be a useful citizen in every community and a good neighbor to
the people of that community. Just as we base striven to give
satisfactory service in wartime. so we will •rv to make our
concept of a trusted friend the more effective when peace once
more descends upon this trc•ubled globe.
And set we hope that you have —

'A

HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND

A GOOD

NEW YEAR

ilientuckg Utilities (rampant;
blestained

0
0
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The outlook is for more concentrates--grain and by-produet proteins—but less hay on the livestock
trunk' this winter.
Within 10 years you can harvest
$4 for every 53 invested in War
Bonds now, and have no panting
cultivating, and poisoning to do.
Twenty-tsvo 4-H Club boys and
girls from Tennessee attending the
National 4-11 Club Congress as a
resalt of their outstanding work are
truly the "cream of the crop.'
Farm real estate prices in Tennessee are now 160 percent of their
prewar level and many sound
farmers are wondering if it isn't
time to begin applying the brakes.
Yellow color in beef fat is largely from grass or other feed the
animal has eaten. Yellow beef fat
in food vadue because of the Vitamin A it contributes, nutritionists
say.
When cold weather arrives drain
water froin cooling systc:in of
tractors vehen not in use. Block up
rubber tires off of the ground.
Check ignition system - magneto,
breaker points, wiring and plugs.
Clean dirty plugs and space the
points. Ad,ust carburetor to save
fuel in winter operations, use good
oil, and change it regularly.
V
Old gold has a civilizing virtue
which new gold must grow old to
be eapable of serreting.—Lowea

—,
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Letter To The Editol
Mr Paul Itushatt, Editor
The News,
Kentgig•ky
INA
Dela Mr klushart:
itivently it has been called to
our attention by citifens
oggimunity that they have been

Steilt-1'ourtcous
Service

PHONE

solicited by n man engaged in the
waste disposal
business of ode:
recepticies btu the purpose of clean I
ing such equipment that might bc!

pivimmes.
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CHAS. W. BURROW
REAL ESTATE and
PUBLI('

Th" °Melt

himself
of the lovid Health Detkit he workltas
plesented

THREE CARS
One Always Imitable

No. 3PHONE
24 HOUR SERVICE

"BUCK'S" TAXI

WANTED

USED CARS
We pay top prices for good USED CARS. If
you ever plan to dispose of the ear you now have
—in preparation for purchase of another after
the war—you can get more for it today than you
can when Germany goes down in defeat.

SEE US TODAY!

Little Motor Co.
I "Blimps" --- Aeroplanes
and Motor Cars

OVER CITY NATIONAL
BANK—PHONE

ROUSES FOR RALE
One 4 loom house and bath on
rirth-m, nice big lot Good garage.
This house is vacant and really
*sloth 1111` money.
11 tooni house at 116 Church
Cow lot, good barn, good
strect
Price tight.
Chicken house
5 room house with etty lights
and city water, and two acres of
ground 1-4 mile out of corporation
mo slab road. House practically new.
Extra good condition.
1 new 4-rotan house, full size
basement. With I 1-2 acre lot, with
Just inside corporation
barn.
This is ro real buy for some one

We are always glad to run
gime 'derive *tout club meetInge, farm activities, homenook•
and have 11 Etlfilf.
On.
spondent In 41111100.1
munttles. If your community
is not receiving proper news
corrrrrr. plowoo let as know,
'Ili 11
and we 1.11411
Keep up
correspondent there
with the local 111'11% 111 THE
NEWS• Many of the fellows
Service, or
away from hOnle
war work, are taking the home
town paper to keep up with
their community, and nulincrip
flow. from them are Away*
welcome, for 111111li of them will
be back with 11?1 to help build
a bigger and finer community.
J. PAUL ISI'MlIAKT,
Publhlter
V
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Itcsolve Now To Use Pasteurized Products In 1945
SANT.4
1•,•ous
whatever nami.
will
in your houschold
relish a glass of mill, when
his work is dom..

1
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FARMS FOR SALE
w,. .1,11
85 acre farm on Union City liu:11-,1,!w!,
.11 I,
I 1 III
way, 1 mile out of rulton. good \\ 1..01
I
barn, good fenrys. This is really liggy
n good buy.
,!,\;
11011 1,1..1.• for!
Farni, 5 miles northwest of Ful1..
tr..
Ion. 1.4 mile off Ilieknuin
way, 170 nitres. 2 good houses, 2 ! . t,„.
good barns, good well, well fenced.1,0,,,, i,
Land extra Good.
240 acies. 2 houses.
Plitetrie period, the di, 11'" Ing
lights, !sunning water, and bath in from 112 per celit to 14 p.
house. Good barns.
Extra good 25 per gent increase
fences. Land extra good. 1 mile
From this evidence it :lope,
off Union City Highway.
that we are already Igiceil with the
62 acres, one and one-half 111111.
, problems %%inch ycill lw raised Igy
!
1101111 id' Water Valley. faic
t., 1„.„
driving hal!it!,
ings, good fences. This farm can 1,1„
dcterior! !I .
he bought for 33750.
80 wre farm northwest of town.
40 acres of good bottom land. 2
houses, 2 barns, 3 good wells, good
fences.
80 acre farm, 2 miles east of
Fulton. Extra good fences. Good
barn, good house. with lights.
A co-educational liusUlti101 1-2 acres, 5 miles of Fulton.
non which otters well bal.
Good fences. Good barn, fair house.
Juiced programs leading le
A.B. and 119. degrees.
Land in extra good state of cultiva, lion. Price right.
Special courses in teacher
75 a?re farm 1-2 niile off Union
training. commercial sun.
*eta. pre-professional sob'City-Fulton highway, near Union
jects and music.
• City. Good 4 room house, new barn,
Good teaching. student
well fenced .clectric lights.
counseling, friendly relation52 acre farm, 3 miles west of Fulships through recreational
ton on Hickman highway. New
and social activities. and the
practice of Cnriatian princiGood
Louse. Lights and water.
ples are emphasized.
!utbuildings. Well fenced.
68 acre farm adjoining above.
WINTER QUARTER
Good house, good barns. I.ights
JAN. 3.
BEGINS
iand water. Well fenced.
POT further Inform...km write
iss Empty Hastings.
ed in cooperation with the local
Cullege,
1-sanbuth
Ilealth Department.
isek•on, Tr um-0PM
We would like to inform the
people that we do not have such
an agent and that his work is not
ticygi,ViC
under Health Department supervision. In fact ,we have not yet
caught up with him.
toff
In one ..2- ase a citizen was charged
$52.00 for this man's service. A
1V7
charge that was exorbitant for a
it+1
service that was not needed. It
was only because of the misrepresentatIon of the service that our
unfortunate citizen was swindled.
The Health Department would
appreciate the publication of the
enclosed notice.
Very truly yours,
Paul A. Wright, M. D.,
Ilealth Officer,
Fulton County Health Department.
V
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LAMM!
COLLEGE

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
and
HAPPY
NEW YEAR

i
4

Christmas belongs to the children, and joyous
feasting belongs to Christmas. Milk belongs to
both the children and the art of hospitality
for it not only builds strength and health, but
makes food more delicious, more easily digestible and it's your most economical, most complete food by itself, as a refreshing beverage.

1611

TIME TO SEE US—
ABOUT GETTING YOUR CAR
READY FOR WINTER
We can't service ''Blimps" and Aeroplanes,
but we specialize in servicing motorists. Let us
change the OIL in thr„ crankcase, or drain the
radiator and refill with ANTI-FREEZE.
DON'T WAIT TILL IT'S TOO LATE—
DO IT TODAY!

Pipe Line Gas Co.
Fulton, Kenturky

SEE US FOR YOUR HOLIDAY
WINES, BRANDIES AND LIOUORS
The gala Yuletide and New Year Holidays are
just ahead, and it's time to think about the
"spirits" you'll want for the season's festivities.

DON'T LET YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRE
In checking over our list of
subscribers we find that some
have allowed their subscriptions
to become delinquent. Better
renew your subscription today
ancl avoid missing an issue of
your farm and home paper, as
we expect to take off delinquent
subscribers right away.
In the past few montlts we
have added several hundred
new subscribers, but due to a
shortage of paper. we are compelled to drop delinquents in
order to take care of paid up
subscribers. Why not come In
talky — and RENEW YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION'?

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home

Fulton hire Milk Co.
Fourth Street—Phone 813-J
%▪ a• rc&
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children moving
about stealthily,
wide-eyed and ex1 pectant ... you
know, the signs.

11-r

Christmas is here, let
us all be merry, for it
comes but once a year.

A

•
A
A

With gratitude for
your kind favors during
1944 we send you heartiest Christmas greetings.
V

Phone 3911
129 University
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Coat

!MONA HOTEL

Watches Clocks and Thine
Pieces of MI Rinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

LIQUOR STORE

JEWELRY COMPANY

ANDREWS

V

Fry's Shoe Store
Fulton, Kentucity
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KeepiugSpirit
Of Christmas
f

HENRY VAN DYKE
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from a Joyous heart, for without
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WANTED Small share
r. H. woo,. —Hu. id Water Valley, Are you willing to stoop down and
consider the needs and the desires of
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rnest Wes. place
little children; to remember the
FOR SALE—Rundle. of old news- weakness and loneliness of people
wrapping who are growing clil; to stop asking
for
papers, suitable
how much your friends love you,
school lunchel, packing fruit, rte. and ask yourself whether you love
News.
County
Fulton
them enough; to bear in mind the
things that other people have to
TO THE PARENTS — Of Fulton bear in their hearts; to try to unCounty who tIIIVI• %MIS or daughters derstand what those who live in the
want,
in the service. I WI111111 III` 1:1:1111 for same house with you really
without waiting for them to tell you;
you to mail nie their latest address
will
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so
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your
- to trim
.14 I desire to send them a Christ give more light and less smoke, and
2R,
Box
Harper,
W.
J.
111:14 gift.
to carry it in front so that your
shadow will fall behind you; to make
a grave for your ugly thoughts and
WANTED—Settled woman to dol a garden for your kindly feelings.
honte.1 with the gate open—are you willing
light housekeeping in good
do these things even for a day?
Right party will be provided own to
Then you can keep Christmas.
HouseWrite,
well.
paid
room and
Are you willing to believe that
keeper, eare News, Fulton.
love is the strongest thing in thi
onger than hate, stronger
MA1S1 OR HOY WANTED— To world—str
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that the blessed life which began in
printing trade. The News, Fulton
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But you can never keep it alone.
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Nothing carq,keep you or your friend better posted on what goes on in
your community than your farm and home newspaper. For years THE
Dfi NEWS has served the people of this community, seeking and striving to
tip run as much local news as well as various feat us from time to time.

writel
IF you want to get married
Box 3511, Julktetta, Idaho. Send
adv.-lm
stamp.
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LAUNDRY SERVICE
t'ash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Al•
ways Appreciated.

PARISIAN
LAUNIpt-CLEANERS
Phone 1I
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News From Home In Condensed Form
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Your Farm and
!i6nie Paper
"A Cift That Will Last
Throughout The Year" 2
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I MERRY
CHRISTMAS
and
HAPPY
.VEW YEAR
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Here's what happens when packages — both overseas and domei-.tic—aren't wrapped correctly. That
soldier or sailor may be a forgotten
man on the holiday mail call unless
packages are wrapped securely and
addressed plainly.

Whether At Home Or Away From
Home Let "THE NEWS" Follow You
Renew Your SUBSCRIPTION Today
Subscribe and send the home paper to loved ones away in service or
war work. They will appreciate your thoughtfulness and kindness. t
Papers mailed direct [from publisher are the only ones that can
A
reach those fellows Otte!SUS.
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Brawn Takes Place of
Boar's Head on Noel
Brawn has largely been substituted for the boar's head for the Christs.
!MIS and Re* Year's celebration
For this dish the pig's head is
soaked in salt water all night,
scraped, cleaned and the brain and
lyes removed.
It is boiled until tender enough
to remove the bones. The meat 13
picked from the bones, chopped fine,
seasoned with red and black pepper.
cloves, mace, nutmeg and salt. It
is then pressed into a brick or loaf
form and served cold.
The custom is believed to have
originated with the ancient Romans

Coloring the Flames
To have colored flames in the
Christmas fireplace there are a
number of different themicals which
may be added to shellac as a car.
rfer. Small pieces of wood may be
painted with the mixtures or it can
be mixed with sawdust. The follow.
Mg colors and chemicals requited
will give excellent results:
Violet, potassium chlorate;
low, potassium nitrate; orange, calchloride: yellow, sodium
cium
chloride or salt: red, strontium nii
trate; apple greiin, biiriiirn nitrate;
emerald, copper nitrate; green,
chloride.
borax; purple.
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1 Year Subscription At Home!
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LOWE'S CAFE

NO WONDER HE'S
ALWAYS ALONE . . .
Such wrinkled, soiled clothes! Even the crows
stay away. Yet many men present no better appearance—and wonder why they don't get ahead
in social and business contacts! Don't take the
risk of looking careless as a scarecrow—send
your clothes to us for FREQUENT cleaning.
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And Fulton Electric & Ili hire Compaay's Yuletide Wish is that the NEW len Bring Peace to
Every Lud
We salute the homemakers of America . .. the women who have done
so much to bring peace nearer. In saying -Merry Christmas" we want
to convey to the homemakers of Fulton and vicinity our appreciation
of their cooperation with us, as a home store. We know we have not
been able to render them the service they have learned to expect .. .
we know that we did not always have just what they wanted ... but we
the
hope to make amends when America can again concentrate upon
a
of
ents
the
upon
requirem
than
rather
need:, of a nation at peace,
wartime world.
new year
Another Christmas . . . another year drawing fo a close
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THAT SAME
STAR
*The wise mzn saw it over the hills of old Judea ...
glows in the Christmas sky tonight, though clouds may
obscure the heavens. It is a beacon of hope in a world
in which the-e is ever so much room for improvement.
Its spirit travels arotmcl this earth, encouraging, sustaining, and beautifying,
Our Christmas greeting to every man, women and
child in this community ... a greeting as warrn and
hearty—we hope--as if it were made to each in person
witi3 a friendly unite and a shake of the Ilona.

merry
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